Previous studies have shown that neurons exhibit trial-by-trial correlated activity and that 32 such noise correlations (NCs) greatly impact the accuracy of population codes. 33 Meanwhile, multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) has become a mainstream approach in 34 functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), but it remains unclear how NCs between 35 voxels influence MVPA performance. Here, we tackle this issue by combining voxel-36 encoding modeling and MVPA. We focus on a well-established form of NC, tuning-37 compatible noise correlation (TCNC), whose sign and magnitude are systematically 38 related to the tuning similarity between two units. We first replicate the classical finding 39 that TCNCs impair population codes in a standard neuronal population. We then extend 40 our analysis to fMRI data, and show that voxelwise TCNCs do not impair and can even 41 improve MVPA performance when TCNCs are strong or the number of voxels is large. 42 We also confirm these results using standard information-theoretic analyses in 43 computational neuroscience. Further computational analyses demonstrate that the 44 discrepancy between the effect of TCNCs in neuronal and voxel populations can be 45 explained by tuning heterogeneity and pool sizes. Our results provide a theoretical 46 foundation to understand the effect of correlated activity on population codes in 47 48 from a closer examination of the correlational structure of multivariate responses, which 49 is not directly revealed by conventional MVPA approaches. 50 Keywords: 51 Brain decoding, Noise correlation, Multivariate pattern analysis, Voxel-encoding model, 52 Neural variability 53 54 Understanding how neural populations encode information and guide behavior is a 55 central question in cognitive neuroscience. In a neuronal population, many units exhibit 56 correlated activity, and this likely reflects an important feature of information coding in 57 the brain. In computational neuroscience, researchers have investigated the relationship 58 between signal correlation (SC), referring to the similarity between the tuning functions 59 of two neurons, and noise correlation (NC), referring to the correlation between two 60 neurons' trial-by-trial responses evoked by repetitive presentations of the same stimulus 61
noise correlation between two voxels can be specified using similar 154 methods (see Methods). Note that voxelwise NCs can come from the 155 response variability at both neuronal and voxel levels (see Fig. 6 ). Using 156 the neural-and the voxel-encoding model, we can generate many trials of For every combination of pool sizes and NC strength levels, we simulated population Conversely, increasing the strength of SFNC improves decoding accuracy.
214
Results indeed replicated the findings from previous theoretical work (Zohary et   215 al. , 1994) . aTCNCs and cTCNCs impaired decoding performance in both tasks: the 216 classification accuracy ( Fig. 4A-B ) and the efficiency of the MLE (Fig. 4D We repeated the classification and the estimation tasks on a voxel population (see 273 Methods for details). Results showed that increasing neuronal-level cTCNCs had a small 274 impact on classification accuracy and the change in the classification accuracy values was 275 primarily determined by voxel-level cTCNCs. This is because we attempted to decode 1 3 two stimuli (s 1 = 80°, s 2 = 100°) based on simulated fMRI responses. But this is a very 277 easy task if we classify the two stimuli directly from neuronal responses (i.e., reach 100% 278 correct ceiling, also see Methods). Thus, classification accuracy here is primarily 279 bottlenecked by the noise at the voxel level not the neural level. Note that these results 280 are contingent on the noise structure and strength assumed at both processing stages.
281
In the stimulus-estimation task, neuronal cTCNCs dampened estimation 282 efficiency and voxelwise cTCNCs impact estimation efficiency as U-shaped functions.
283
Both results are consistent with the previous results when two levels of NCs were 284 manipulated independently. In the second part, we will show how to use information-theoretic analyses to 289 support the simulation results above. Especially, we want to highlight the unit tuning 290 heterogeneity as a mediator for the effect of NCs in a population. Unit tuning 291 heterogeneity also acts as the key factor to explain the differential effects of cTCNC in 292 neuronal and voxel populations. 295 Above analyses focused on assessing the population codes from the decoding 296 perspective (i.e., MVPA), the approach that almost all previous fMRI decoding studies 297 used. Here, we propose an alternative approach-directly calculate the amount of Fisher 298 information for the stimulus-estimation task and linear discriminability for the stimulus-299 classification task. They have been used as the standard metric for information coding in 300 computational neuroscience (Brunel & Nadal, 1998; Seung & Sompolinsky, 1993) . For For simplicity, we termed both metrics as "information" as they both indicate the 306 accuracy of population codes with respect to the two tasks.
Amount of information echoes decoding accuracy in population codes

307
The analysis of information has three major advantages over the conventional 308 MVPA approach. First, in theory two approaches might lead to consistent results as more 309 information in a population usually leads to a higher decoding accuracy. But their 310 relationship is nonlinear. Classification accuracy can reach the floor (e.g., 50% for binary 311 classification) and ceiling (i.e., 100%) but the amount of information has a relatively 312 broad range thus more sensitive to population codes. For example, as we will show, not SFNCs (Fig. 6H) . Also, the amount of information declined as the magnitude of 351 aTCNCs ( Fig. 6A ) and cTCNCs increased (Fig. 6B) . This pattern was reversed as the 352 magnitude of SFNCs increased (Fig. 6C ). In the voxel population, the amount of To further substantiate the interaction effect between tuning heterogeneity and 386 NCs on population codes, we performed two additional analyses. First, in the voxel 387 population (Fig, 7A ), we normalized the information when cTCNCs are present (i.e., c vxs 388 > 0) by the information when cTCNCs are absent (i.e., c vxs = 0). We found a similar 389 pattern as in a heterogeneous neuronal population (Fig. 8B) as suggested by a previous 390 study (Ecker et al., 2011) . Importantly, the relative benefits of TCNCs are all U-shaped 391 functions. Such beneficial effects are more pronounced in a large population (i.e., the 392 lowest point of the function shifts to left as the pool size increases in Fig. 8A ).
393
In the second analysis, we manipulated the degree of voxel tuning heterogeneity 394 and the strength of cTCNCs in the voxel population. The amount of information was 395 calculated as a function of these two variables (Fig. 9A&B ). Results showed that the 396 amount of information follows U-shaped functions if voxel tuning is highly 397 heterogeneous (i.e., c homo =0.03 in Fig. 9 ). However, as the voxel tuning becomes 398 progressively homogeneous (i.e., c homo increases to 1), cTCNCs become more and more 399 detrimental for information coding, which is consistent with the results obtained in a 400 standard neuronal population (Fig. 7B) . Taken together, we demonstrated that unit 401 tuning heterogeneity is the key factor that mediates the contribution of cTCNCs in both 402 neuronal and voxel populations. 
Winner-take-all principle as an intuitive explanation for the effect of shuffled noise
417 correlations on population codes 418 Besides the beneficial effect of TCNCs, we turn to another interesting finding-SFNCs 419 improve population codes in both neuronal and voxel populations. At first glance, this 420 seems surprising since it suggests that decoding accuracy can be improved by randomly 421 injecting some NCs between voxels. Here we want to highlight an intuitive explanation-422 a winner-take-all principle enhances decoding accuracy in the conventional multivariate 423 analysis. 424 We simulated a simple three-voxel scenario for a classification task to illustrate 425 this effect (Fig. 10) . The NC between voxels X and Y improves classification (Fig. 10A) , 426 while the NC between voxels Y and Z impairs classification (Fig. 10B) as long as there exists at least one pair of "good" voxels whose NC is beneficial, a linear 434 classifier can utilize the NC to achieve a good decoding performance. In other words, the 435 most informative units determine the decoding accuracy that a decoder that can possibly 436 achieve (Fig. 10) .
437
This winner-take-all principle provides an intuitive explanation for the effects of 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
603
Previous endeavors of brain decoding generally fall into two broad categories: 604 classification of stimuli into discrete categories (Kamitani & Tong, 2005) and estimation 605 of a continuous stimulus variable (Vintch & Gardner, 2014) . We thus evaluated the effect 606 of NC in brain decoding in two tasks-a stimulus-classification task and a stimulus-607 estimation task. We will first introduce the simulation on a neuronal population and then 608 specify the voxel-encoding model used to generate simulated responses of a voxel 609 population. vary trial-by-trial. We posit that the mean of trial-by-trial population responses is G(s). 627 We will detail the covariance in the following section. Noise correlation and covariance. We proposed three types of NCs for neuronal data: (2) r ij aTCNC is the NC between the i-th and the j-th neurons. range 0~1, also see Fig. 3A ).
647
The second type is the curve-based tuning compatible noise correlation (cTCNC).
648
In this case, the NC between a pair of neurons is proportional to their SC (i.e., correlation 649 of their orientation tuning curves):
651 r ij cTCNC = (1− δ ij ) *corr(g i (S), g j (S)) + δ ij where is the Kronecker delta ( =1 if i=j and = 0 otherwise). S indicates all possible orientations between [1°, 180°], and r ij cTCNC is the NC between the i-th and the 653 j-th neurons. g i (S) and g j (S) are their tuning curves (see Eq. 1). We denote R cTCNC as the 654 correlation matrix. Note that unlike aTCNCs, cTCNCs can be negative (see Fig. 3B ).
655
Also, the key difference between cTCNC and aTCNC is that cTCNC does not rely on the 656 functional form of tuning curves. In other words, cTCNC can be computed given 657 irregular tuning curves, whereas aTCNC can be only computed from unimodal tuning 658 curves. This is important for specifications of voxelwise NCs (see below).
659
In the third case, we shuffled the NCs between all pairs of neurons in R cTCNC such 660 that the rows and columns are rearranged in the same randomized order but the diagonal 661 of the matrix is kept intact (Fig. 3C) 
where c neuron is a parameter that controls the strength of the neuronal NC. 
716
where ŝ i is the estimated stimulus and s i is the true stimulus in the i-th trial. We took the 717 inverse of the MSE circ as the estimation efficiency (see Fig. 4&5 ). A higher estimation 718 efficiency value indicates a more accurate estimation. 
726
where h i (s) is the tuning function of the i-th voxel. w ki is the connection weight between 727 the k-th neuron to the i-th voxel. We sampled w ki from a uniform distribution:
728
(10)
729
This range was used so that generated fMRI responses typically range between 0 and 10 730 (and can be viewed as approximating units of percent BOLD change). This is also 731 consistent with the range of empirically measured fMRI responses in most studies.
732
The mean of voxel population response given stimulus s can be represented by 
739
where Q vxs is the covariance matrix between voxels, which will be detailed in the 740 following section.
742
Noise correlation and covariance. We evaluate two types of NCs for simulated fMRI 743 data: cTCNC and SFNC. Note that we cannot evaluate aTCNC for voxel populations 744 because voxel tuning curves here are irregular and not unimodal (see Fig. 8C ).
745
In the first case, we defined cTCNC using a similar method as Eq. 3:
747
where r ij cTCNC is the NC between voxels i and j. Note that the cTCNC here is based on the 748 tuning curves of two voxels (i.e., h i (S) and h j (S)), not two neurons. is the Kronecker 749 delta.
750
In the second case, SFNCs were generated using a similar method as in the 751 neuron-encoding model-shuffling the rows and columns in R cTCNC , which is obtained in 752 Eq. 13.
753
We assume the response variances for different voxels (e.g, 
761
where c vxs is the parameter that controls the strength of the voxelwise NCs. where is the population response difference for two stimuli and 854 is the covariance matrix. This metric by definition is not Fisher 855 information and typically called "linear discriminability" (Lin et al., 2015) . To avoid Q = Q(s 1 ) + Q(s 2 ) 2 
